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Colleagues,

Today the Faculty Senate heard presentations from ten programs (three requested two positions) that are seeking a new contract faculty position for 2014-15. Here are the results of the Senate's ranking.

This was a tough day for all of us. It was the first time that the Senate has ranked Student Services faculty positions along with the requests from Instructional programs. However, the difficulty had more to do with the Senate recognizing that almost all of these programs (and some programs that did not even apply this year) have extraordinary needs. So far, the college has committed to hiring three new contract positions for next year. We hope that number can be increased over the next few weeks.

Remember that another ranking will be generated by division deans and that both the Senate and deans' lists will inform the ultimate recommendations of the VP of Instruction and cabinet. Stay tuned.

Thanks to all of you who participated in this process, especially to you faculty presenters.

The list below is in order of the Senate's ranking: Math #1, Fire Tech #2, and so on. The number in brackets at the end of each line represents the total of the rankings from all 20 Senators who cast ballots...so the lower the number in brackets, the higher the priority for that program.

1. Mathematics (1 of 2 positions requested) [73]
2. Fire Technology [78]
3. Communication Studies [88]
4. Counseling & Guidance (1 of 2) [90]
5. Nursing (1 of 2) [96]
6. Culinary Arts & Hospitality Management [102]
7. English [119]
8. Art Studio [131]
9. Math (2 of 2) [185]
10. Counseling (2 of 2) [190]
11. Nursing (2 of 2) [192]
12. Health Science [216]

Michael Mangin
Faculty Senate President
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